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Abstract--A Method based on piecewise cubic interpolatory polynomials for the numerical 
solution of singular integral equations of Cauchy type is considered. The class of interpolatory 
functions under consideration is the class of X-splines. Of particular interest is the size of the 
matrix of linear algebraic equations. It is shown that one can get matrices of order N x N, where 
N is the number of node points on the interval of integration. The analysis becomes considerably 
simpler for the case when the node points are equally spaced. Numerical results from the X-spline 
method are compared with those obtained using other methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Methods based on Gaussian integration formulae [1, 2] can be quite effective in the 
approximate solution of singular integral equations of the form 
1 f~ Ig ( t )d t  1 f ' l l  - - - + -  K (s , t )g ( t )d t  =f(s) ,  - l<s<l  (1) 
zr _ t -- s 7r 
where g( t )  is the unknown function, K(s , t )  is the kernel which is bounded in 
- l ,%< s, t ~< 1, andf (s )  is the known input function. For equations involving well-behaved 
functions, such methods are computationally straightforward and reasonably accurate. 
However, in certain cases, these methods may suffer seriously from inherent restrictions 
placed on the choice of node and collocation points. The nature of quadrature schemes 
dictates that these points coincide with the zeros of the approximating functions. Hence, 
if either the forcing function or the kernel K fluctuates over a small interval, the methods 
are effective only if a large number of points are used. As the size of the algebraic system 
increases, so does the computing cost. 
One possible approach, due to Gerasoulis and Srivastav [3], uses piecewise linear 
functions to approximate the solution of the singular integral equation. This procedure 
permits the analytical evaluation of the integral expressions, and yields satisfactory results 
for certain test problems with known solutions. Gerasoulis [4] obtained an improvement 
in accuracy using quadratic interpolation. In Refs [3, 4] it is assumed that the function g( t )  
has integrable singularities at both end points, then 
g( t )  = ~b (t)(l -- 12)-1 ." (2) 
where ~b (t) is a continuous function in [ -1 ,  I]. 
In this case, the solution of equation (I) is not unique and an additional equation of 
the form 
l f-, - g ( t )  dt = C, (3) 
~ -1 
where C is a known constant, is usually used to ensure uniqueness. The interval [ -1 ,  1] 
is divided into 2n parts by the points t~ such that - I  = t~ < t, < • .. < t:.~l = 1. If one 
chooses 2n collocation points sk with tk < sk < t~.l, k = l, 2 . . . . .  2n, then equation (1). 
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together with the compatibility condition (3), is approximated by 
- F(sk, t,) 49 (ti) =f(s~), k = 1, 2 . . . . .  2n 
and 
(4a) 
1 2n+l  
- ~ v, 49(t,) = C, (4b) 
~ i=1 
which is a linear algebraic system of (2n + 1) equations in (2n + 1) unknowns 49(ti), 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  2n + 1. The remaining quantities F(&, t~), f (sk) ,  vi and C being known. 
Jen and Srivastav [5] have recently extended the results of Gerasoulis [3, 4] with the 
development of a cubic spline approximation method. The unknown function ~b(t) is 
replaced by splines S( t )  = Sj(t) ( j  = 1,2 . . . . .  2n) on the interval [tj, tj+ t] and the function 
K(sk, t) is approximated by ~(sk, t) using a cubic interpolation formula in each interval 
[tj, tj÷d. In this way, the singular integral equations (1) and (2), together with the 
compatibility condition (3), are replaced by a linear algebraic system of (4n -{- 2) equations 
in as many variables. Since some elements in the lower half of the coefficient matrix grow 
very fast with n while others remain equal to zero, it is suggested that the system may be 
solved by Gaussian elimination using only partial pivoting. 
Replacing the unknown function 49 (t) and kernel K(s~, t) by cubic splines [5] is certainly 
a better approximation than replacing them by piecewise linear functions [3] or by 
piecewise quadratic polynomials [4]. On the other hand, for a given set of (2n + 1) node 
points, the size of the coefficient matrix in the cubic spline method [5] is 
(4n + 2)× (4n + 2), while in the piecewise linear function method [3] or the piecewise 
quadratic polynomial method [4] it is only (2n + 1) × (2n + 1). The purpose of the present 
paper is to propose an alternative method in which we retain the advantage of better 
approximation by piecewise cubic polynomials and also, for a given set of (2n + 1) node 
points, get a system of linear algebraic equations whose coefficient matrix is only 
(2n + 1) × (2n + 1). Furthermore, we show that if equally-spaced nodes are used then the 
cubic spline method [5] itself can be modified to yield only (2n + 1) linear algebraic 
equations in as many unknowns. Indeed, we make an attempt o reduce the size of the 
coefficient matrix to (2n + 1) × (2n + 1) even in the case of nodes which are not necessarily 
equally spaced; but here we are involved in some complicated computations and find it 
difficult to assert hat the modified version is definitely superior to the original [5]. 
2. DISCRETIZATION OF S INGULAR 
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
First we give here some formulae analogous to those of Jen and Srivastav [5]. Assume 
the number of node points to be (2n + 1) and let - 1 = t~ < ta''" < t2,+ ~ = 1. Replace the 
unknown function 49(t) by a piecewise cubic polynomial (PCP), say, P( t )=P j ( t )  
( j  = 1, 2 . . . . .  2n), on the interval [tj, tj+~]. A PCP with derivatives mj ( j  = 1 . . . . .  2n + 1) 
may be written as [6]: 
Pj(t) = 49 (t)(t j+, - t)-' [2(t - tj) + h,. ,] hfl 3, 
+ 49 (t j .  t)(t - t) '[2(tj+t - t) + hj+ t] hj\3~ 
+m;( t j+ l - t ) z ( t - t j )h j - ] l -mj . t ( t -#) - ' ( t j÷ l - t )h f i~7 ,  j=1 ,2  . . . . .  2n, (5) 
where 
and 
hi+, = 0+ * + tj, j = I, 2 . . . . .  2n, (6a) 
mj = Pj(tj) = Pj_ t(tj), j = 2, 3 . . . . .  2n, (6b) 
m I=P~(t l )  , m2,_ ,=P; " ( t~. I ) ,  (6c) 
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in which a prime denotes the derivative with respect o the argument. The known function 
K(s~, t) is approximated by Kj(s~, t) using the PCP of the form (5). In this way the original 
equations (1) and (2) are replaced by the discrete analogue 
1 ~ f f  j ' t r c :~ l  (t Pj(t)dtx/l t-' 1 ~ f[-tP;(t)Kj(s~,t)dtx/l-t s,) ./7------z+- --7---- 7 =f(s~), k= l ,2  . . . . .  2n, (7) 
= t - -  - -  K j= I / 
where the collocation points sk are chosen so that t k < sj, < tk+ ~. All the quantities in 
equation (7) can be evaluated analytically to yield 2n linear equations for (4n + 2) 
unknowns 4' (tt), ~b (t2) . . . . .  ~b (t,,,_ t), ml . . . . .  m_,,.. ~. An additional equation is obtained 
from the compatibility condition (3) together with equation (2), namely 
I ~_ ~,'~ -, ej(t) dt 
- ,  , /1  - t-' = A .  (8 )  
In order to display the elements of the coefficient matrix, we define operators/j and Jj [5]: 
f,j ,+' F(t)dt (Ij+ IF)(s) = x/1 - t'(t - s) 
For polynomial functions F, the expressions 
analytically. In particular, 
f,j,÷t F(t)dt 
and ~.~F= ~-1 ~ t: '  (9) 
for ( I f ) (s)  and JjF can be expressed 
f~j '+' tP-tdt f~f+' tP-"dt (~+~tp)(s~) = ,/1 - t ~+s~ ,/1 -t ' -  - - +  •.. 
f,j , +' dt +s~,-' - -+s{( / j+  l)s k (10) 
where we have 
f,j , .  t dt (~+ll)(sk) = ~/1- t : ( t - s~)  
in which Q is the indefinite integral given by 
= Q(t:+ ~) - Q(tj), (I I) 
1 (~- ~/l -s~)(t +~/1 - t ' - ) - t s~ 
Q(t)= _+,/I +,/1 t-') tsar (12) 
If we define the column vectors 
q~ = [4~ (tl) . . . . .  4~ (t,.,. i), m, . . . . .  m~.  i] r (13) 
and 
f = 7z If(s, ),f(s,_) . . . . .  f(s..,), A ]r, (14) 
we can write the system of (2n + 1) equations (7) and (8) in (4n + 2) unknowns in matrix 
notation as 
C o =f;  C=[c,,]. (15) 
The elements c~.j of the coefficient matrix C are given by: 
c,.j =/;{(t - tj_ ~)-" [2(tj- t) + hj]h;-3}(sk) 
+/j.~ ,{(tj.. ~ - t)"[2(t - tj) + hi. ~]hT._3t}(s~) 
+ Jj{(t - tj_ ,)-'[2(tj - t) + h,]Kj_ ,(sk, t)h7 3} 
+ ~_ ,{(§+ t - t)-'[2(t - tj) + hi. ~]~(s~, t) h72~ }, 
j= l ,2  . . . . .  2n +1. k =1,2  . . . . . .  2n" (16a) 
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C2n -- I.] 
Ck. i * 2n - 
and 
C2n+ 1. i+  2n+ 
= J ,{( t  - t j_ , ) : [2 ( t ,  - t) + hi]h2 3} + Jj+ ,{ ( t j . ,  - t ) - ' [2( t  - t,) + h,~_ ~]h~?, }. 
j = 1, 2 . . . . .  2n + l; (16b) 
= -- /,[(t -- t i_ i)"(t i - t )hz"](s~) - J,[(t - t,_ ,)'-(t i - t )K , _  ,(s~. t )h / " ]  
+ L-l[(t ,*,  - t)-'(t - ti)h~-.."t](s~) 
+ J,.-i[(t,+ i - t)z(t - t,)K,(sk, t)hT~l], 
k=l ,2  . . . . .  2n, i=  I . . . . .  2n +1;  (16c) 
= - J~[ ( t  - t,_ , ) ' - ( t , -  t)  h;-:] + J,+ , [ ( t ,+ ,  - t ) : ( t  - t,) hi-?,], 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  2n + 1. (16d) 
In equations (16a-d), ( l j F ) ( s )  and ~F  are taken to be zero for j = 1, 2n + 2. We can 
express the (2n + 1) unknowns m~ . . . . .  m~.,. ~ in the system (15) in terms of the remaining 
(2n + 1) unknowns q~(fi) . . . . .  ~b(t2,+~) by restricting the PCP in equation (5) to an 
X-spline [6]. 
3. THE USE OF X -SPL INES Slu, Sly AND Sv 
Behforooz et al. [6] have defined an X-spline as a PCP whose derivatives m~ in equations 
(5) and (6) satisfy the relations 
a ,m~_~+m,+b~mi+~=a~q~_~(t~_ l )+q~_t ( t i )+b,q ;_~( t , _~) ,  i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n, (17) 
where a~ and bi are real numbers satisfying the inequalities 
lail + Ibsl < I, i = 2 . . . . .  2n. (18) 
The function q~(t) is a cubic polynomial interpolating on ~b(tj) for j = t, i + 1, i+2 ,  
i+3 ,  i.e. 
together with 
i+3  
qi( t )= ~ ).i.j(t)c~(tj), i=  1,2 . . . . .  2n -  1, (19a) 
j= i  
¢,(t)  
q,. ._t(t )  = qz,_2(t)  and ';~'4(t) = (t - tj) ~;(t j ) '  (19b) 
In equations (19a, b), 2~.j(t) are Lagrangian coefficient functions with 
t),(t ) = (t -- ti)(t -- ti+ l ) (t  -- t~..z)(t -- ti_ 3). (20) 
The determination of (2n + I) unknowns m~ . . . . .  m,.,+ t from the set of  equations (17) is 
not possible unless we supplement i  with two more equations, namely, the end conditions. 
Various forms of end conditions are possible (cf. [6]), e.g. 
4 
m, +7m,. = ~ :~,qS(t,) (21a) 
i=1  
2n- I  
7m: .+m, ._ ,=  ~ 13,49(t,), (21b) 
2n-  I 
which we will use in the ensuing discussion. The constants :~,,/~, and 7 in these equations 
are known. 
In the case of X-splines Sin, Sw and Sv, the coefficients ai and bi in equations (17) are 
such [6] that we can find a simple analytical formula of the form: 
2n+ I 
mi = ~ ri.~.O(t~), i = 1.2 . . . . .  2n + I, (22) 
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where r~.~ are known quantities independent of the function o. This reduces the number 
of unknowns in the system of equations (15) to (2n + 1). 
Indeed, we can write 
and 
eik+ ci. j÷z,- lr j .~ t~)=rcf(s~),  i=  1,2 . . . . .  2n, (23a) 
k=l  1=1 
C~÷t.k-k- CZn+l.j..2.+lrj.~: t~) = r~A, (23b) 
k=l  j~ l  
which is a system of (2n + 1) algebraic equations in as many unknowns 
~b (it) . . . . .  q~ (t2,+~). It only remains to show how we can find the formula (22) from those 
given by equations (17) and (21a, b) for the three X-splines. 
3. I. Formulae  fo r  X-sp l ine  Sm 
This is a computat ional ly advantageous X-spline constructed by Clenshaw and Negus 
[7]. In this case the coefficients a~ and b~ in relations (17) are given by 
a~=h~+~(h~+h~+j) -t and b~=0, i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n, (24) 
where hi are given by equations (6a-c). Then, equations (17) may be rewritten as 
aimi_t  + mi = ai(3 - ai)[q~ (ti) - q~ (t i_,)] h [-1 
+(1-a i )2 [dp( t i+ , ) -dg( t i ) ]h , - _ t t ,  i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n. (25) 
These equations together with equations (21a, b) yield the recurrence relations 
r~.k = [Td,..k - d,.k](Ta,. -- 1)- ' ,  k = 1, 2 . . . . .  2n + 1, (26a) 
ri.k = di.~ - a, re_ l.~, k = 1,2 . . . . .  2n + 1, i = 2, 3 . . . . .  2n, (26b) 
and 
r2, + i. ~ = dz, + i. k - ?r,.,. 4, k = 1, 2 . . . . .  2n + 1, (26c) 
for the determination of the coefficients ri,~ in equation (22). The elements di.~ in equations 
(26a--c) are defined by: 
dl.k = ~k, 
di, i_l = -- ai(3 -- a i )h i  -l, 
di.i = a,(3 - a,) hi -1 - (I - ai)2 hT~t, 
di.i+l = (I - a~2h-t i /  i+ l~ 
d2n~ l,k ~ J~k~ 
and 
k = 1, 2 . . . . .  4; (27a) 
i = 2, 3 . . . . .  3n; (27b) 
i = 2, 3 . . . . .  2n; (27c) 
i = 2, 3 . . . . .  2n; (27d) 
k = 2n - 2, 2n - 1, 2n, 2n + 1; (27e) 
di.k = O, otherwise. (27f) 
In equations (27a-f) at are given by equations (24) and :~, fl~, 7 are the same constants as 
in equations (21a, b) and therefore known. 
3.2. Formulae  fo r  X-sp l ine  SI~I 
In this case the coefficients at and bi in equations (17) are all zero [6], i.e. 
a i=b i=O,  i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n. (28) 
Then using equations (19a, b) we have 
i - -2  
mi= ~ ).;_,.j(ti)~b(tj), i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n - l ,  (29a) 
)= i - I  
CAM'& "~ I;A 12--D 
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2n÷l 
m2,= ~ 21,-,..j(t,.,)c~(tj). (29b1 
j=2n-2 
These equations together with equations (21a, b) determine the coefficients r,.~ in 
equation (22). Thus, we can write: 
and 
rt., = =k - 7).~.k(t.,), k = 1, 2 . . . . .  4; (30a) 
ri.k=).;_l.k(ti) , k= i - l , i , i+ l , i+2 ,  i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n - l ;  (30b) 
r~,.~ = ).',_._2.k(t,..), k = 2n - 2 . . . . .  2n + 1; (30c) 
r2.+ i.k =/~k - 72'2.-2.k(t2.), k = 2n - 2 . . . . .  2n + 1; (30d) 
r,.~ = 0, otherwise; (30e) 
where 2i.k are Lagrangian coeffÉcient functions defined in equations (19a, b) and (20). The 
constants ~i, /~i and ? are the same as in equations (21a, b) and therefore known. 
3.3. Formula for X-spline Sv 
The coefficients ai and bi in equations (17) for this case [6] are given by: 
a, = hi+,(hi÷, + h,+,)/[(hi + hi+ ~)(hi + h,+~ + h,+:)], 
b i=0,  i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n - l ;  (31a) 
and 
a~ ~ 0, 
b2. = h2~(h2~_, + h~)/[(h2. + h2n÷ , ) (h2n- i  q- h2n -4- h2n + ,)]. (3 Ib) 
These values reduce the three-term recurrence relation in equations (17) to a two-term 
recurrence relation which with equations (21a, b) may be used to determine r,.~ in equation 
(22). Thus we have: 
rl.k = (TV:k-- Vl.k)(Ta2-- 1) -I, k = 1,2 . . . . .  2n + 1; (32a) 
ri.k=vi,~--airi_l,k, k=l ,2  . . . . .  2n+l ,  i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n - l ;  (32b) 
r2~,k = (b~,v2.+ I . k -  v2.,k)(Tb2.- 1) -I, k = I, 2 . . . . .  2n + 1; (32c) 
and 
rz,+1.k = t:~..i, k --Tr~.~, k = 1 . . . . .  2n + 1. (32d) 
The elements vi.k in the recurrence relations (32a-d) may be written: 
Ul,k = ~k; k = I, 2 . . . . .  4; (33a) 
Vi.k=ai).;_t.k(ti_i)+).;_l.k(ti), k=i - - I  . . . . .  i+2 ,  i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n- - l ;  (33b) 
v2,.k = ).~_2.k(t.,,) + b2,)-~-2.k(t~+ I), k = 2n - 2 . . . . .  2n + 1; (33c) 
v2~+ I.k = //~-, k = 2n - 2 . . . . .  2n + I; (33d) 
and 
vi.a = 0, otherwise; (33e) 
where ;.,.~ are the Lagrangian coefficient functions defined by equations (19a, b) and (20). 
The constants a, and b:, are given by equations (31a, b) and :q, //i and 7 are the same 
constants as in equations (21a, b) and therefore known. 
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4. EQUALLY-SPACED NODES IN Sin, Sty AND Sv 
I f  the node points tj are equally spaced, we have 
t j=-  l+( j -1 )h ,  j= l ,2  . . . . .  2n+l ,  (34) 
and hence, from equations (6a--c), 
h j=h=l /n ,  j=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n+l .  (35) 
In this case the formulae derived in the last section assume simpler forms. We now indicate 
the simplifications in the formulae for the three X-splines St., Sty and Sv. 
4. I. Simplifications in the Formulae for  Sm 
For this case we determine the coefficients r~.k in equation (22) by using the recurrence 
relations (26a-c) and (27a-f) together with equations (35) and 
a~=1/2,  i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n. (36) 
4.2. Simplifications in the Formulae for  Sly 
In this case the expressions for the coefficients r~.k given by equations (30a-e) become 
considerably simpler. These may be written: 
and 
rt.~ = ~k - "tu,..k, k = I, 2 . . . . .  4; (37a) 
ri.k=ui.k, k= i - l , i , i+ l , i+2 ,  i=  2,3 . . . . .  2n - l ;  (37b) 
r2,.k = - u2.2,+,_ ,, k = 2n - 2 . . . . .  2n + 1; (37c) 
r~+l.k=flk+Tu2.z,÷~__k, =2n-2  . . . . .  2n+l :  (37d) 
ri.~ = 0, otherwise; (37e) 
where the elements u~.k are defined as 
ui, i - i  = - 1/3h, u i . i=-  l/2h, ui.i.t = I/h 
and 
u i . i+2=-  l/6h, i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n - l ,  (38) 
in which 'h '  is given by equation (35). The constants z,, /~ and 7 in equations (37a-  e) 
are the same as in equations (21a, b) and hence known. 
4.3. Simplifications in the Formulae for  Sz 
From equations (35) and (31a, b) it follows that 
a~= 1/3, h i=0,  i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n - l ,  (39a) 
and 
a,., = 0, bz~ = I/3. (39b) 
Then, the coefficients r~,k in equation (22) are given by the relations (32a-d) and (39a, b) 
where the elements ci.~ may be written: 
Cl.k = x~, k = 1,2 . . . . .  4; (40a) 
r i . i - I=-  17/18h, v, . i=v, .~. . l=l /2h,  ~'~.,. .2=-1/18h, i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n - l ;  (40b) 
v:,.k = - v., .,~.:_~, k = 2n - 2 . . . . .  2n + I; (40c) 
t::n .. i. ~ =/~,  k = 2n - 2 . . . . .  2n + 1 ; (40d) 
v~,~. = 0, otherwise. (40e) 
The constants :t~, /3~ and "/ in the expressions for r,.~ given by equations (32a--d), (39a, b) 
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Table I
~(t) 
Piecewise Piecewise X-spline 
linear quadratic Sv Exact 
t (n =8)  (n =8)  (n =4)  4t ~-3t  
0.00 0.00000 0.00000 0.000000 0.0000 
0.25 -0.71715 -0.68757 -0.687499 -0.6875 
0.50 - 1.0588 - 1.00015 - 1.000000 - 1.0000 
0.75 -0.65042 -0.56285 -0.562499 -0.5625 
1.00 0.9147 0.99765 +0.999998 1.0000 
and (40a-e) are the same as in equations (21a, b) and hence known. In order to illustrate 
the use of these formulae we examine the results of a numerical solution of a singular 
integral equation which has a closed-form analytical solution (Table 1). 
Example I 
The integral equation 
subject to the condition 
c~ (t) dt 
x / l  -- t:(t -- s) 
=4s2- -1 ,  --1 <s<l ,  (41a) 
f +,' ~b (t) dt - x /1  - t'- = 0 ,  (41b) 
has the unique solution qb ( t )= 4t - ' -3t .  
We carried out the numerical solution of the system of equations given by equations 
(23a, b), (16a--d), (32a--d), (39a, b), (40a-e), (34) and (35) together with: 
f ( s )  = 4s 2 -  1, K(s, t) = 0, A = 0, 7 = 0; (42) 
Sk=tk+O.5h,  k=1,2  . . . . .  2n; (43) 
:q = - /3~+~ = - l l /6h ,  :~, = -~: .  = 3/h; (44a) 
and 
~3 = -flzn_1 = -3 /2h ,  :q = - f i x - :  = 1/3h. (44b) 
The values of a~, flk and 7 given by equations (44a, b) and (42) correspond to the end 
conditions [6] 
ml=q~(t l )  and m,_,+t=q;_n_2(t~+l), (45) 
where the functions q~(t) are defined by equations (19a, b) and (20). The results up to six 
decimal places are presented in Table 1 for n = 4. Since ~b (t) is odd, we only show the 
solution on the interval [0 1]. This example has been considered previously in Ref. [3] using 
piecewise linear functions and in Ref. [4] using piecewise quadratic functions. For the 
purpose of comparison the values obtained in Refs [3, 4] for n = 8 and exact values are 
included in Table I. We find that up to five decimal places the results of X-spline Sv 
coincide with with the exact values. 
5. CONVENTIONAL CUBIC SPLINE WITH 
EQUALLY-SPACED NODES 
If we set 
a i=b i= l /4 ,  i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n, (46) 
then the PCP defined by equations (5), (6a-c), (17), (19a, b), (20), (34) and (35) reduces 
to the conventional cubic spline with equally nodes (see, for example, Ref. [8, Sections 
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9.10-9.12]). In this case the solution of the three-term recurrence relation (17) has been 
given in Ref. [8]. The conventional cubic spline has an alternative form which is 
computationally convenient o use [5]. The alternative form of  the conventional cubic 
spline, say, S( t )  = Sj(t)  on the interval [tj, tj. ~] may be written as 
Sj(t)  = ck (tj)(tj÷~ - t) h - '  + ~p (tj÷ ,) h - '  + Mj[(tj+ ~ - t)" - hZ](tj+, - t ) (6h) - '  
+ Mj+t[(t - tj)-' - h'-](t - tj)(6h)-~; j = 1, 2 . . . . .  2n, (47) 
where Mj,  the second derivatives or moments are given by 
Mj  = ST(t  j) = S~'_t(tj), j = 2 . . . . .  2n, (48a) 
M,=ST( t3  and M,.+,=S' ;_ . ( t ,_ .÷t) .  (48b) 
The parameter h and the node points tj in equations (47) and (48a, b) are given by 
equations (34) and (35). Jen and Srivastav [5] have shown that if we replace the unknown 
function ~b (t) in the integral equations (1) and (2) and condition (3) by spline S( t )  and 
approximate the kernel K(sk, t) by ~(sk, t) by using a cubic interpolation formula in each 
of the intervals [tj, tj+t] we get the system of (2n + 1) equations, 
~/~bo = f, ~ /= [wk.j], (49) 
involving (4n + 2) unknowns, where the column vector 
have 
~b0 = [q5 (t,) . . . . .  q~ (t2. +,), Mt , . .  
f is given by equation (14) and we 
., M2. .  i] r. (50) 
The elements wk.j of  the Coefficient matrix ~/ may be written as: 
wk, j =/j[(t  -- tj_ ,) h - '] (sk) + 6[(t  - tj_ ,) Kj_ ,(sk, t) h - ']  
+ 5÷ ,[(tj+, - t) h -'](s~) + 6+ ,[(tj÷, - 
k=l ,2  . . . . .  2n, j=1 ,2  . . . . .  2n+ 
wz~ + ,.j = 6[(t - tj_ ,) h - '] + 6*  ,[(tj+, - t )h  - '],  
wk.z.+, +j =/j{[(t - tj_ ,)3 _ h2(t _ tj_ ,)](6h)-'}(s~) 
+ 6{[(t - t j _  ,)3 _ h2( t  _ t j _  ,)l Xj_ ,(s~, 
t) <(s~, t) h - ']  
1; (51a) 
j = 1, 2 . . . . .  2n + 1; (51b) 
t ) (6h)- '}  
+ 6+ ,{[(tj+, -- t) 2 -- h2(tj+t - t ) ] (6h) - '} (sk )  
+ 6+ ,{[(tj÷, -- t) ~ -- h"(tj+, - t)l ~(sk, t ) (6h)- '},  
k=1,2  . . . . .  2n, j=1 ,2  . . . . .  2n+l ;  (51c) 
and 
w,_, + ,.~+, +j = 6{[(t - tj_ ,)3 _ hZ(t _ tj_ ,)](6h)-'} 
+ 6+,{[ ( t j+ , -  03-h : ( t j+ ,  - t)](6h)- '},  j = 1, 2 . . . . .  2n + I; (51d) 
where h and tj are given by equations (34) and (35). The operators ( IkF)  (s) and J kF  are 
defined by equation (9) for k = 2 . . . . .  2n and they are zero for k = 1, 2n + 1. It is also 
shown in Section 2 that for the polynomial function F these integral operators can be 
expressed analytically. The collocating points sk can be chosen so that tk < s~ < t~+ t- 
Since derivative of the conventional cubic spline [equations (47) and (48a, b)] is 
continuous at each of the interior nodes (see Ref. [8, Sections 9.10 and 9.11]) we have 
Mj_ t+4Mj+Mj÷~=~-5_6" -c~( t j ) ,  j=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n, (52) 
where the second central difference is given by 
6"ck(tj) = 4~(tj.~) - 2q~ (tj) + ~b (tj_ t). (53) 
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Now, let us restrict ourselves to the natural cubic splines. Then the values of the moments 
at the endpoints are given by 
M~=0 and Mz~_l=0. (54) 
Solutions of the difference quations (52) are obtained in Ref. [8. Section 9.1 I]. Using the 
end conditions (54) we can write 
6 2, 
Mj=-~. L (--1)J+kd'-~(tk)G~.J , j=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n, (55) 
k=2 
where 
(~,.j = gj- ~ g,., +, - k, j <~ k, (56a) 
g~ 
and 
Gj, k = Gk.j. (56b) 
The matrix [Gk.j] is symmetric and we can determine gk by using the recurrence relations 
g l= l ,  g , .=4 (57a) 
and 
g ,÷,=4g, -g , _ , ,  k=2.3  . . . . .  2n -2 .  (57b) 
Next, we note that equations (54) and (55) express the (2n + 1) unknowns 
M~ . . . . .  Mz~+, in terms of the remaining (2n + 1) unknowns q~(t~) . . . . .  c~(t,,+,) in the 
system of equations (49). Therefore, following the analysis of Section 3, we can rewrite 
the system (49) in the following form: 
wi.k+ ~ wi.z~.i+jrj, k (~(tk)=r~f(s,), i=  1,2 . . . . .  2n; (58a) 
k=l  3=I 
and 
Z w~,+u~+ w,.,.l.~,+l+jrj.# tk) = r~A, 
k=l  j= l  
where W~.k are defined by equations (51a-d) and we have 
ri.~=r2,+l.~=O, k=l  . . . . .  2n+l ,  
and 
rj.~ = 6 ( _  l ) j . . k_  i [Gj .k_ l + 2Gj.k + Gj.~+ ~], 
j=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n, k=l ,2  . . . . .  2n+l ,  
(58b) 
(59a) 
(59b) 
in which Gj.k (j, k = 2 . . . . .  2n) are given by relations (56a, b) and (57a, b) and they are 
taken to be zero otherwise, i.e. 
Gj.0 = Gj.1 = Gj.,_,÷ i = ~3j.z~.., = 0, j = 2, 3 . . . . .  2n. (60) 
Thus we have a system of(2n + 1) equations given by relations (56a, b)-(60) and (51a-d) 
to determine the (2n + 1) unknowns q~(tl) . . . . .  4~(t2,_E). To illustrate the use of these 
formulae we examine the results of the numerical solution of an integral equation. 
Example 2 
The singular integral equation 
- (t Zs - -~Z t: 
I f~'(t)(t : -s ' - )¢(t)dt  
~-- - - - -7 -  , ,  ,---------~=~ = I, -1  < s < I, (61a) 
rc _ (t-+s-)- ,~/1 - t -  
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Table 2 
O(1) 
Piecewise Natural 
n quadratic spline X-spline Sv 
4 0.86570 0.86379 0.86377 
5 0.86455 0.86354 086354 
6 0.86397 0.86350 0.86351 
7 0.86380 0.86352 0.86351 
8 0.86367 0.86353 0.86354 
arises in the analysis of a cruciform crack. This equation, subject to the compatibility 
condition 
f +' ~b (t) dt _ ,  , /1  - t - - - - -5 = ° '  (61b) 
has been solved numerically in Refs [2-5]. The solution q~ (t) is an odd function and the 
value q~ (1) represents he stress intensity factor. Various quantities in the coefficient matrix 
of the system (58a, b) for this example are given by 
t ( t ' - - - s  2) 
f ( s )= l ,  K (s , t )=( t , .+sZ)  -'' A =0 (62a) 
and 
s~=t~+0.5h, k= 1,2 . . . . .  2n. (62b) 
The values of q5 (1) up to five decimal places are given in Table 2 for n = 4 , . . . ,  8. We have 
found the values of ~b (1) also using the formulae corresponding to the X-spline Sv with 
equally-spaced nodes, namely, those given by equations (16a-d), (23a, b), (32a~1), (34), 
(35), (3%, b), (40a--e) and (62a, b) together with 
7 = ½' J~2n -- 2 = /J2n-- I = ~3 ~" ~4 = 0 (63a) 
and 
el = 32, = - ~,_ = - [12, + i = - 3/2h. (63b) 
conditions (21a, b) with equations (63a, b) are equivalent o those given by The end 
equations (54) for natural splines (see Ref. [8, Section 9.10]). The most accurate value of 
~b(l) available in the literature is 0.8635421 which is presented by Ong and Srivastav [9]. 
Thus, the results corresponding toa natural spline and X-spline Sv given up to five decimal 
places in Table 2 are quite satisfactory. For the purpose of comparison we have included 
in Table 2 the results obtained in Ref. [4] by means of the piecewise quadratic polynomials 
method. The values of ~b(1) up to five decimal places corresponding to the 
Gauss-Chebyshev method [1] and the Lobatto-Chebyshev method [2] are listed in Ref. [4] 
for different numbers of node points. 
6. THE USE X-SPLINES St, S,  AND Svt 
As noted in Section 3, an  X-spline is a PCP whose derivatives m i in equations (5) and 
(6a-c) satisfy the relations (17). The coefficients ai and bi in equations (17) for X-splines 
Sin, S~v and Sv are given by relations (24), (28) and (31a, b). Now, we have (see Ref. [6]). 
(i) For  X -sp l ine  Svt 
h ]+~(h i* l+h '+")  and b,= h~(h ,o~+hi . , . )  
a, = (hi + hi. ~ + hi+_,) (hi + hi+ ~) (hi + h,.. t)-'(hi+ a)' 
i = 2, 3 . . . . .  2n, (64) 
where h, (i = 2 . . . . .  2n + 1) are defined by equation (6a) and we set 
h:. + : = - (h:~ + i + h:~ + h~ _ ~). 
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(ii) For X-spl ine Su 
together with 
(iii) For X-spl ine $1 
a,=#~ and bi=v~, i=2,3  . . . . .  2n, (65a) 
hi.- i 
hi "i- h i .  I 
and v ,= l -~z , ,  i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n. (65b) 
l ai 5#~ and bi = t = 5v~, i = 2, 3 . . . . .  2n, (66) 
where Pi and v~ are given by equations (65b). In this case the relations (17) may be written 
in the form (cf. Ref. [6]) 
- _ i - t - .  n t- m~ -.l- h~, l mi + I 
3 3 
= ~-5 [~b (t~) - ~b (ti_ ,)] + ~ [~ (ti--,) - ~b (t,)], i = 2, 3 . . . . .  2n, (67) 
which do not involve the Lagrangian coefficient functions. Thus, S~ is the well-known 
conventional cubic spline (see Ref. [8, Section 9.10]). 
6. I. Equal ly-spaced Nodes 
If the nodes are equally spaced, the node points # and the interval engths hj in equations 
(64)-(67) are given by equations (34) and (35). In this case the X-splines Sz and S, reduce 
to the conventional cubic splines with equally-spaced nodes examined in the last section. 
Even though the X-splines Sv~ does not reduce to the conventional cubic spline, we can 
reproduce results analogous to those of the last section for the case of equally-spaced nodes 
in Svl 
6.2. Unequal ly-spaced Nodes 
When the nodes are not equally spaced we may use the method described by Shampine 
and Allen [10, pp. 56-57], to solve the three-term recurrence relations (17). Let us first 
rewrite the system of equations (17) together with the end conditions (21a, b) in the form: 
2n .,- 
ml +7m., = ~ Hi .~( tk ) ;  (68a) 
k=l  
2n+l  
a imi_ l+mi+bim~. l= ~ H~,kdp(tk), i=2  . . . . .  2n; (68b) 
k= 
and 
2n~ 1 
"tm2~+m2,.-, = ~_, Hi.kC~(tk) •
k=l  
The coefficient H,.k in these equations may be written as: 
Hi.k=:~k, k=l  . . . . .  4; 
Hi.~ = ai).;_ i(t,_ i) + 2;_ t.k(tt) + bi).;_ i.k(t~÷ t), 
k=i -  1 . . . . .  i+2 ,  i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n -  1; 
H,...k = a:. 22n_ :.k(t2. _j ) + )-2.- .,. ~(t2,,) + b2.).2~ _,_.k(t,_.. B), 
k=2n-2  . . . . .  2n+l ;  
H._. . t .k=f l~,  k=2n-2  . . . . .  2n+l ;  
and 
(68c) 
(69a) 
(69b) 
(69c) 
(69d) 
H,.~ = O, otherwise: (69e) 
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where a prime denotes the derivative with respect o the argument and the Lagrangian 
coefficient functions 2i.j are defined by equations (19b) and (20). The coefficients a, and b, 
are given for the three X-splines by the relations (64)-(67) and satisfy the conditions (18). 
Also, the coefficients 7~, /3~ and ;.' in equations (68a--c) and (69a-e) are the same as in 
equations (21a, b) and hence they are known. 
Since, in the case of S~, relations (17) reduce to those given by equations (67) which do 
not involve any Lagrangian coefficient functions, the coefficients H,.~ in equations (68a--c) 
can be written in a simpler 
and 
form. Thus, for the case of S~, we have: 
Hl.~=~k, k =1,2  . . . . .  4; (70a) 
H,.~_, = -3h~_ ~[2h,(h, + h,._ ,)]-t; (70b) 
H,., = 3(h,_ t - h,)[2hihi+ ~1-'; (70c) 
Hi.,+ i = 3hi[2(hi + hi+ 1) hi._ i]-~; (70d) 
Hi.i= 0, otherwise. (70e) 
6.3. The Method of Shampine and Allen [10] 
To solve the system of equations (68a-c) following Ref. [I0], we set 
2n-  I 
mi_ l=p,m,+ ~ z~,jc~(tj), i=2  . . . . .  2n+l .  (71) 
)=1 
Inserting these relations into equation (68b) and using equation (68a) we find: 
-b ,  
- -  - - 7  "~ P , .=-7  and Pi+l ( l+a ip i )  i=2,_~, . .  2n; (72) 
and 
and 
Ht, k - aiTi, k i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n, k=l ,2  . . . . .  2n+l .  (73) 
zi~.l.k = (i + a, pi) ' 
The coefficients Pi and r~.j in equation (71) are completely determined by the recurrence 
relations (72) and (73). Now, the two-term recurrence relations (71) together with equation 
(68c) may be used to write m, in the form of equation (22). Indeed, substituting relation 
(22) into equation (71) and using equation (68c) yields: 
H2~-  I.k - -  ?'r_~n~ t.k k = 1 . . . . .  2n + 1 ; (74a) 
r_,,_l.~ = (1 +'/P: .+l)  ' 
and 
r2n~- I - Lk  -~" P2n-  2 -)r2n-- 2 -Lk  -~ T2n~ 2-Lk ,  
j= l ,2  . . . . .  2n, k=l ,2  . . . . .  2n+l .  (74b) 
Thus, the derivatives m, in equations (68a-  c) are given by 
2n-I 
mi= ~ ri.edP(t~), i=1 ,2  . . . . .  2n-4-1, (75) 
k=l  
where r,.e are determined by recurrence relations (74a, b) in which p, and r,.a are in turn 
determined by recurrence relations (72) and (73). However, in order that the recurrence 
relations (72) and (73) do not break down, we must ensure that no denominator vanishes. 
i.e. 
l+aip,:~O, i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n. (76) 
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In view of relations (72) and the conditions (18). if [Pil < 1. we find 
l+a,p, (I - la~l) 
> Ib.[ > 1. (77) 
Thus, if we take 171 < 1 in equations (68a--c) then using equations (72) we have 
Ip2X = i7] < 1. (78) 
and the conditions (76) are satisfied. Since equation (75) is of the same form as equation 
(22), the singular integral equation given by equations (I)-(3) may be replaced by the 
system of equations (23a, b) where r,.~ are the same as in equation (75) and c,.~ are given 
by equations (16a-d). 
Example 3 
1 +t ~( t )d t  2 __~--~= =p:, -1  <s  < 1, (79a) 
rt +, (t -- s) x/ l  - t: -, ,v / l - - t  2 
subject to the compatability condition 
f +l  q~ (t) dt -I x/ l  - t ~  0. (79b) 
The above equation arises in the plane elasticity problem for a plate bonded to an elastic 
half-plane [I]. We have carried out the numerical solution of the algebraic system of 
equations (23a, b) where r~.k are determined by recurrence relations (74a, b) together with 
equations (72), (73) and (70a--e) which correspond to the conventional cubic spline &. The 
end conditions are given by equations (21a. b) together with 
7 = 1/2, 3{3-~-9{4 = /~2n_2 = flZn_l =0,  (80a) 
=~=-:e . ,=-3 /2h  z and flz,=-flz,_z=-3/2h2,_~. (80b) 
which are equivalent o the end conditions 
P'l'(t,) = P"..n(t:, .-~ ) = 0. (81) 
Thus, we have used natural splines with unequally-spaced nodes. As in Ref. [11], we have 
taken ,:. = 1/3, P0 = 1. The coefficients ci.~ in equations (23a,b) are given by equations 
(16a-d) together with 
7Z 
f ( s )= l ,  K (s , t )=- -3H(s - t ) ,  A =0 (82a) 
and 
Sk=tk+0.5h~l ,  k=l .2  . . . . .  2n, (82b) 
where H is a Heaviside unit step function and h~ are given by equation (6a). 
We might note here that the choice of (2n + 1) node points on the interval [ -1 ,  t] was 
arbitrary and the analysis can be easily reproduced for the case when the number of node 
points is N, where N is not necessarily odd. With N = 20 the results of natural splines are 
presented in the fourth column of Table 3, where the first column contains the node points 
tj for the interval [0, 1]. The remaining ten node points are so chosen that tj are located 
symmetrically with respect o the origin. Since no numerical results were given in Section 
3, the results corresponding to r,.~ in equations (32a-d) are included in the fifth column 
of Table 3. The formulae used in obtaining the results of the fourth column correspond 
to the natural spline, while those of fifth column correspond to the X-spline Sv; the choice 
of all other parameters remains the same. The size of the coefficient matrices of the sets 
of linear algebraic equations involved in those computations is (20) x (20). We observe that 
the results in the fourth and fifth columns are quite close to each other. 
The results in the second and third columns are reproduced from Ref. [11], except hat 
the values corresponding to t = 0.99923 are omitted. The formulae used in obtaining the 
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Table 3 
of(t) 
Erdogan-Gupta Jen-Srivastav Natural  X-spline 
z [2] [I 11 spline S~ 
0.11753 0.08016 0.08017 0.07277 0.07276 
0.27144 0.18664 0.18665 0.17964 0.17963 
0.a1866 0.29205 0.29207 0.28626 0.28626 
0.55557 0.39541 0.39544 0.39167 0.39166 
0.67880 0.49522 0.49522 0.49451 0.49450 
0.78531 0.58935 0.58954 0.59053 0.59051 
0.87249 0.67482 0.67417 0.68000 0.67995 
0.93819 0.74762 0.74952 0.75547 0.75550 
0.98078 0.80246 0.80364 0.80874 0.80904 
1.00000 0.83331" 0.8286 ~ 0.83760 0.83709 
~Obtained through extrapolation; bobtained directly. 
results of  the third column are those of  Ref. [5] with equal ly-spaced nodes. The values of 
(t) at E rdogan-Gupta  node points were obtained using spline interpolat ion. As indicated 
in Ref. [1 1], the size of the coefficient matrix of  the set of  l inear equations involved in these 
computat ions is (38) x (38). The formulae used in obtaining the results of  the second 
column are those of  Ref. [1] and the size of  the coefficient matrix of the set of linear 
equations involved in the computat ions i (40) x (40). 
By using piecewise quadrat ic  polynomials,  Gerasoul is  [4] obtained ~ (t) in this example 
for various values of  t. The size of  the coefficient matrix of  the set of l inear equations 
involved in the computat ions of  Ref. [4] is (37) x (37). Only two of the node points tj in 
Table 3 are coincident with node points chosen in Ref. [4]. The corresponding results are 
given by ~b (0.5556) = 0.3976 and ~ (1) = 0.8345. Of part icular interest is q5 (1) which is the 
strength of  the stress singularity at the end point t = I. The most accurate value of ~b(1) 
avai lable in the l iterature is 0.8333 which is given by Gerasoul is [12]. 
Remark  
The error analysis presented in Ref. [5] is based on the result that natural  splines lead 
to O (h ~) convergence uniformly on [ -1 ,  1], where h is the maximum distance between 
consecutive node points. Since the same result is avai lable (see Ref. [6]) for the other 
X-splines, the error analysis in the present case can be produced from Ref. [5]. 
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